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Finding the right pair of sunglasses for the shape of your face can cast all sorts of challenges, especially if you have been blessed with a tight face. Some sunglasses will make you look like a bug, others can make your proportions just look weird. It is important to choose a pair of sunglasses that can really help to make
you look elegant and well proportioned. We've put some tips and suggestions below to help tight-faced people make the right decision when it comes to choosing sunglasses. Sunglasses for thin faces do not keep frames about 130mm across the front. Anything that measures about 130mm from one side to the other will
flatter a tight face and will not make your head look too small. Do not choose the frames that make your head look disproportionate. Any frames that stretch past the edge of your face may make your head look much smaller. Do try the shape of the frame interesting. Square shapes and cat's eye squares are an ideal
choice to equalize the size of your face. Do not choose a very small frame. With frames that are so small they can throw the shape of your face out of balance. Celebrities with tight faces inspired by celebrities with tight faces to see how they get perfect looking sunglasses Sarah Jessica Parker Sarah Jessica Parker has
always had one to make her own directions and here she's no different rocking a pair of unusually shaped sunglasses. Maggie Q leading lady Maggie Q keeps it simple in a pair of new Ray Pan Wayfarer sunglasses. The shape is flattering on a tight head, especially since the frames do not stretch past the side of the
face. Ray Ban has an awesome collection of sunglasses in Asia fit as well. Liv Tyler famous beauty Liv Tyler keeps it chic in a pair of Tom Ford sunglasses. The interesting shape keeps her face in proportion as well as giving great protection. The best sunglasses for tight rags Ray Pan meteorite sunglasses Tom Ford
Rock Carrera sunglasses 6000 sunglasses only sany stock high quality authentic sunglasses from all major brands. We carry a wide range of brands that include Maui Jim sunglasses, Oakley sunglasses, Ray Pan sunglasses, Le Spec sunglasses, Dior sunglasses, Celine sunglasses and Oates sunglasses, to name a
few. Based on the Gold Coast in sunny Queensland, we are 100% Australian owned and operated business. We have access to over 100 major solar brands and over 8000 styles online right at your very fingertips. Within 24 hours of purchasing our warehouse can process your order and send brand new sunglasses. In
the only sunnies we know how important sun protection is and while we have the largest range of sunglasses available online in Australia, we also offer a range of sun-pom sunscreen so you can shop for sunglasses and sunscreen all in one place. We are proud to be the leading online solar glass retailer in Australia and
we Add new markers of solar glass to our wide range. We have a huge collection of sunglasses for everyone, from baby sunglasses and children's sunglasses to surfing, sports, fashion and sunglasses. Whether you're after cheap sunglasses, polarized sunglasses or designer sunglasses, we've got them covered. Each
page on the year only features valuable information and pictures of sunglasses from each brand. No matter what style of glasses you are looking for, we have a solution for you. In Sunnionly our philosophy is simple; To offer the best possible products for glasses at the best possible prices and the best possible service. If
you're looking for great service and amazing sunglasses online, you've come to the right place. Just a year give the option to shop the largest collection of sunglasses online with Afterpay. In sunnies only, there is a world of sunglasses online just waiting to be discovered. High Key Mini Polarizing / $75 Key High Mini
Polarizing / $75 Key Mini Contrast Polarizer / $75 High Key RIMLESS MINI / $65 In Mini Polarized Mini /$75 Mini Boy Poster / $65 HARDWIRE MINI Attracted / $55 Favorite All-New Rental Pre-OwnEd Top Price Link Most Popular Most Popular FavoriteS Show 55 Mini Sunglasses for Women
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